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according to the dictates of international molecular needs. To bridge this gap, Sustainability has tried to forge a link between molecular cosmos and commercial universe. Atoms and money are, in their respective ways, part of a vast and delicate balance and can be used to modify one another.' One need only recall the history of the relationship between the ozone hole and hairspray.
Sustainability's mandate for change is thus not based on our ability to empathize with the oppressed victims of capitalism, nor does it aspire to some sort of romantically inspired "return to nature." Instead, Sustainability moves fi-om the reasoned understanding of the unalterable course of inanimate atoms to a molecular-political geography that intends to reform the world of the Western industrial elite from the inside out. As can be e.xpected, these operations are not always as straightforward as changing the chemicals in hairspray. Established patterns of land use and industry are difficult to alter, and this means that as Sustainability becomes ever more involved in the politics-of-change, it becomes saturated with the problem of hypocrisy. The Center of Excellence in Sustainable Development, a Project of the U.S. Department of Energy, for example, is filled with statements that sound great but mean nothing. "Minnesotans," we are told, "will act to protect and enhance their environment."' Even where Sustainability has shown itself successful, it still often holds to the rhetoric of some grand compromise. The Sustainability program initiated in Northampton County, Virginia claims, for example, that it will "develop the heritage tourism industry while protecting natural and cultural assets," "develop seafood and aquaculture industries while protecting water quality," and "develop new industries... while protecting sense of place, quality of life, and the groundwater." It is precisely this image of political harmony as an extension of molecular harmony that makes the political action of Sustainability so successful as both practice and rhetoric.
Architecture, often the villain in the world view of Sustainability, has begun over the last decade to find a greater and greater role in this type of argument. Apart from the architecture of eco-management, there are two different strands of accommodation: one comes from the direction of domestic architecture, the other from the direction of corporate. In regards to the former, there is a growing legion of architects who specialize in sustainable domestic design. Though some dig into the sides of hills, using rubber tires, mud and straw, there is a large group of designers who are satisfied with traditional materials and spatial conceptions. Their design-build projects, "green" housing projects, "self-sufficient" houses, "solar" houses, and "Eco villages" can be found in many parts of the world.
Connections between Sustainability and architecture have also been forged in the world of advanced capital. There, however, Sustainability is mainly discussed as a question of how to develop "environmentally responsible," thermal-control technologies. Increasingly aware of the impact that large buildings have on the environmentbut also on building cost and public relationscorporations have begun to think along the lines of their larger "glob- al" responsibility (see Ul. 2, 3 and 4). The result has been the emergence of a billion-dollar industry in green-equipment and green-technology. But, just as there has been much advancement, there has also been a lot of hypocrisy. Is it real change or business-as-usual when thermal cost-efficiency is re-defined as "Sustainability?" High-cost, heavily researched technical architecture on the one hand, and low-cost populist architecture on the other hand, have had an important impact on professional practice in their various ways. The fact is, however, that both are remote from the traditional concerns of the architectural studio. Formulating an architecture-of-Sustainability that is more compatible with academe has been slow in coming; William McDonough (UVa), Andrew Scott (MIT) and Robert Koester (Ball State) are among the people who keep the question of design in the forefront. But perhaps the best example of an architecture of Sustainability that is compatible with the studio environment can be found in the work of Thomas Herzog. Conscious of the impact his buildings make on the environment, Herzog not only tries to use conventional methods of environmental design (e.g. high spaces to reduce airconditioning cost), but also works with manufacturers to design new and sophisticated types of glass. In regards to the former strategy, Herzog represents all the attributes of a smart designer. After all, high ceilings and nuanced use of sunlight make just as much sense now as they have for the last thousand years. They have less to do with sustainability than with the usual issues of design. As Herzog himself admits, proportion, and even beauty, must be taken into consideration.
Herzog presents himself, however, less as a designer than as a technical innovator. In fact, the monograph that he published on his work glorifies the technical proficiency of his office;^in paragraph after paragraph he deals with his solutions to heating, ventilation, and structure. Like the commercials for 3M Corporation, he seems to claim, for example, that he didn't invent the glass facade, he "made it better." In recent years, universities interested in promoting connections between design, technology, and sustainability have, with a technical emphasis similar to Herzog's mandate, offered courses on such topics as wind-flow, construction management, waste management, solar heating, energy-saving lighting systems, and even entrepreneurship.
But this is only one part of the equation; the ambiguity of Sustainability 's political correctness is slowly beginning to exert its own influence on the education. The Charter for Socially Responsible Schools of Architecture, adopted at the 1996 Habitat II conference in Istanbul, for example, demands a fundamental refashioning of architectural education.'' Schools of architecture are supposed to train students "for local, national and international political action." What started as a need for technical sophistication (tinged by grass roots activism) is here ending up as a possible Utopian revision of academe. Sustainability thus implies a grand narrative, the likes of which have not been seen since the days of the International Style.
3 Thomas Herzog, Bauleii, 1978 Bauleii, -1992 should give a high priority to developing the theoretical frameworks needed to understand the complex links between these issues, including the role of international capital. They should help in filling the gaps in literature available to students, practitiofiers and decision-makers, and, at the same time, make such knowledge available to the general public through didactic material and the media.
Though all these ambitions may be good, this mandate does not exliibit any awareness of the political issues that are involved. Is this because they are afraid of politics, or because they assume that political correctness will win the day?
to niiike your financial picture brighter. These few comments are hopefully sufficient to outline the fact that Sustainability, as it impacts Western architecture, has set up at least three different operative political environments: ( 1 ) that of "green architecture" which is an extension of grass roots politics; (2) that of the corporate-technical, which is an extension and reform of the political economy of capital; and (3) that of a middle range architectural practice which is now beginning to include in its purview a critique, and revision, of academe. The last is the least explored and the least developed, with most of the current discussion being generated by technology advocates. But if Sustainability is to be more than that, if it is to be an actual paradigm shift in our geo-political consciousness, then it is time that we ask some real questions about what Sustainability in academe will look like. What will be the consequences if the forces of technology and popular culture unite in redefining the architectural academe? To help formulate a more critical position toward the dangers of this possible return of grand narratives, I have broken the topic into the following categories: 
The Politics of History
There is a large debate about Sustainability in high school and college education. 5 This fact means that as Sustainability inevitablygiven the amount ot pressure coming from governmentreaches schools of architecture, the history textbooks which are now being used, and which usually emphasize formal-contextual design issues, will have to be dropped from the curriculum. What will replace them: a history of technology written by advocates of technology still beholden to some naive evolutionary model of "progress"? Should we discuss only those buildings that have been designed "responsibly," only those which have been proven to have a positive impact on the natural environment? Even if advances were made in the history-of-technology, would not the whole endeavor require that the history-of-architecture be suppressed behind an even more problematic history, namely the historyof-our-global-survival? Should ethical issues be put on par with design issues in writing history? Should Herzog be privileged ahead of Gehry? One faces the daunting question: Who would be authorized to make such decisions?
The Politics of Natural Science
See, for e.xample, the web page http://csf.colorado.edu/archive/a996/ balancel/0605.html. Sustainability has become a central discourse with the help of Natural Sciences, and this discipline claims to be able to measure the consequences of our actions at a global level. This means that Sustainability can only determine progress through the processes of its own "instrument readings."
Consequently, Sustainability requires that architecture measure and monitor itself in order to "prove" that it works. Indeed, several of Herzog's buildings have been put to such tests. But is it right to measure a building's impact on the environment by the amount of money its owner saves on electrical bills? Even if a building is cost effective in one respect, there are also other important concerns. If cost-effectiveness allows one to build a house farther out from the city center, does that not mean, in turn, that one will need more gas to get to
o o work? Therefore, the nature of cost-effectiveness and its implied "profit" remains a question; from a design perspective, a cost-efficient building might as vi'ell be an illusion. Another concern is what happens when the architectural space is designed in order to be measurable. Herzog's space already seem to fall into this category. In fact, in the guesthouse for a school in Windberg (built between 1987 and 1991), Herzog provided a panel in the lobby that gives the visitor precise feedback on how the building is performing. It is literally a machine for living in.
Politics of Culture
The rationalist traditionthe same rationalist tradition that in its earlier, internationalist phase was not "sustainable"is, in the work of Herzog, now in a mode of self-purification. In other words, Herzog's architecture salvages the most austere form of modernism for technological revision without critically accounting for the legacy of that form of modernism. Strictly regimented, Herzog's buildings offer little alternative to the spartan Prussian tradition of German classicism (see ill. 5). Admittedly, rationalist architecture is a tradition with a lot of pride, but also one with little tolerance for those who do not fit into its system. One has to question what happens when energy-efficiency is raised to the level of a cultural paradigm to the exclusion of other factors.
Politics of Gender
Herzog's building are organized around the difference between major and minor spaces. There are work spaces and preparation space, living spaces and "service spaces." These distinctions fail to acknowledge the problematic relationship of technology to both culture and gender. One need only recall the work of Herzberger to understand what a truly innovative workspace might be.
Feminists would also see in Herzog's space little evidence of a true alternative. In fact, for eco-feminists, the problem of ethics and social practice is not solved by such an insistence on technology. On the contrary, it is only made worse. Admittedly, eco-feminism may not provide the profession with an exciting vision of architectural space, but Herzog's spaces are not particularly exciting, either. My point has to do with the principle: //ethics are. now supposed to be an important component of architectural education, we must expand the discussion to take into consideration the question of gender. The question is not how to design for women, or how to make more efficient kitchens, but how to make women an equal part of the professional team. How is this to be achieved in a credible way when Natural Sciences and technology industries in general are still male-dominated? If architecture moves in the direction of Natural Sciences, all the advances that have been made in the past decades will be eradicated unless architects take vigorous action. The problems of capitalism may seem insignificant from the perspective of a profession that is trying to find legitimacy for itself but they are not insignificant from the perspective of academe. Architectural academe, especially in the United States, has historically been remote from the capitalist world. It has traditionally emphasized the primacy of design over cost. If an efficiency paradigm changes this, are we going to require courses in business innovation? And if so, what courses will have to be given up in the curriculum to accommodate these interests? The synergy between architecture and capital, once introduced into the system of academe, will thus change the teaching of design in important ways. Disguised by its ethical mandate, Sustainability will force architecture toward a stronger connection to both government and big business. 37 a> o (0 6. Individualistic Politics versus Group Epistemological Politics Sustainability will exert a shift on academe away from individualistic practices and toward group-oriented epistemologies (see illus. 6).
Architects will have to learn how governmental and corporate agencies work, how research labs are organized and how to channel their design contribution into these ready-made systems. Studios will promote group projects instead of individual creativity. Reviews will suppress their emphasis on spatial ingenuity to emphasize spaces that are compatible with state-of-the-art, computer-aided analytical programs that can prove a design's environmental viability.
III. 6 This diagram shows the shift that Sustainability will exert on the architectural academe. Though subtle, the implications are great, particularly because of the increased emphasis on group epistemological practices, practices traditionally not allowed to play a determining The mission of history/theory in the past thirty years has been to c CO >> historicize and critique modernism, and thus to implicitly warn us against the return of grand narratives. Sustainability, because it is constructed on the prin-® ciple of a grand narrative, will therefore have to alter the role that history/the-B ory has established for itself as a "critical" participant in architecture discourse.
History/theory will either be jettisoned outright, or will have to be sidelined to make way for the growing needs of the sciences. If this happens, there will be 3 o a fundamental revision of the intellectual framework of architectural specula o tion. The new "interdisciplinarity" of architecture-with-science will create, for example, an anti-interdisciplinary polarization of architectural discourse along the antinomic lines of artistic freedom versus technological complicity. If there is a "loss" in all this, it is that this polarization allows little access to the traditional "middle ground" of technology. Since the logic of participation-in-technology will become equivalent with the logic of participation-in-capital, the middle of the road designers will be forced to use those off-the-shelf devices that are discarded from high-end technological research. But even the new technology-oriented history of architecture will ignore the reinterpretative innovations of off-the-shelf realities, since they cannot be folded into its ideology of history-of-progress.
Conclusion
Modernism effected a profound change in American architectural academe. By the 1960s there was hardly a school left that had not adopted its message. Is Sustainability going to have a comparably profound effect?
Certainly not in the short term, but it doesn't take much to realize that pressure is being applied. Its operative history, in this case, is already visible. But will we, as a result of these pressures, see a separation of the technical aspects of architecture from its intellectual aspects? Will we see an escalation in the rhetoric between the champions of "real world" pragmatism and those of avant-gardism^Will we see the end of that vibrant history/theory discourse that has so invigorated the architectural thinking of the last thirty years?
